The Dragon and the Phoenix • Worksheet answers

1. Number the pictures in the right order.

A. 2  
B. 1  
C. 3

2. Which word is wrong? Cross it out, then write the correct word at the end.

A. Long, long ago, a dragon lived beside a mountain river. ........................................

B. Deep inside the river lived a phoenix. .................................................................

C. A dark pebble lay on the sand. ...........................................................

D. The pebble became a phoenix. .................................................................

3. Match the words in line A with the words in line B to make pairs from the story.

A. bright  magic  dark  sandy  shining  
B. river  lake  pearl  forest  island

4. Fill in the labels on the picture below, using the words in the box.
C. Circle the word in the box that isn’t in the picture.

river  lake  mountain  island  phoenix  dragon  sky  pearl

sky  mountain  river  phoenix  island  pearl  dragon